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Freshman applications skyrocket to all-time high
by Don Dodson
Staff Writer
Almost 30 percent more
freshman applications have been
received by the Office of
Admissions than at this time last
year. Duncan Murdoch, dean of
admissions, credits the increase
to successful mailing
campaigns, visits to high schools
by the admissions staff, summer
programs, and campus visits by
the prospective students.
Murdoch noted that the
increasing number of inquiries
from high school students
received by Rose during the last
four or five years is concurrent




strengths, combined with Rose's
reputation for placement, has
drawn students to Rose,
Murdoch said. Also attractive to
students are Rose's tuititon fee,
some $3000 less than either Cal
Tech or MIT, and the school's
strong financial aid program.
As of Feb. 1, a total of 2077
applications had been received
by the Office of Admissions,
compared to 1605 received at the
same date last year. However,
because of the great demand,
only 959 applications have been
approved, compared to 1186 last
year.
Deposits received by Feb. 1
numbered 188 this year,in
contrast to 170 last year.
The Office of Admissions
annually sets a freshman
enrollment goal of 350 students,
35 of them Terre Haute
commuters.
Of the number that apply for
admission, usually 950 to 1000 are
approved for admission. This list
is pared down to a group of 395
by summer, and 45 of these have
"traditionally" decided over the
summer not to attend Rose. This
leaves the approximately 350
students which make up the
freshman class.
Indiana state scholarships,
alumni ties, and guidance
counselors are factors that
determine the "geographic
constituency" of any given class,
tipping the balance in favor of
students residing closer to the
campus.
Generally, 60 percent of the
freshman class are from
Indiana; 20 percent are residents
of Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, or
Kentucky ; and another 20
percent come from the rest of
the nation. Murdoch noted that
the percentages vary from year
to year.
Also concerning the makeup of
the freshman class is an Office
of Admissions report that
expresses "optimism about the
possibility of enrolling a half




students to Rose. Over 38,000
boys nationwide received the
Operation Catapult brochure,
and 14,000 boys in the Midwest
also received the Camp
Retupmoc brochure.
Last July, a follow-up
brochure was sent to students
who hadn't replied to the two
previous mailings. Over 17
percent responded to the
brochure. That increased the
freshman "pool" — potential
enrollees at Rose — by 40 per-
cent.
This fall, the "Ski Terre
Haute" poster was sent to
potential freshmen and the
response was excellent. Twelve
to thirteen hundred requests for
applications were received in the
two weeks following the mailing.
High school visits are also key
to recruitment. About 400 high
schools were visited by the
admissions staff. Most of the
schools were located in Indiana,
but schools in Chicago,
Cincinnati, Dayton. Louisville,
and east central Illinois were
also visited. In addition,
information sessions were held
in Cleveland, Detroit, and St.
Louis.
Also, Alumni Information
Programs were initiated this
year by Joe Touchton of
admissions and Ron Reeves,
vice-president of development
and public affairs. Thirty-four
Rose alums, 40 applicants, and
their parents attended the
information sessions in Houston,
Dallas, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Seattle, and Denver.
Summer programs have also
contributed a sizable yield to
Rose's prospective freshman
class.
Of those that attended
Operation Catapult, over half
have submitted applications to
Rose. From Retupmoc, over 45
percent have applied for
TiTafel"
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Pete Chalos, mayor of Terre Haute, congratulates a winner In
the Terre Haute area fourth grade track meet sponsored by the
Fiji fraternity. The meet, held at Rose last Sunday, raised over
$250 for the Special Olympics.
Chess Grandmaster to
compete here next week
by Douglas Gundlach
At the courtesy of Church's
Fried Chicken, Inc.,
International Grandmaster
Larry Christiansen will come to
Rose on February 21, 1980, in the
auditorium at 7 p.m.
He will be playing 25
simultaneous chess games
against interested students and
the general public. He will follow
up his exhibition by giving a free
lecture on chess and on his tour.
Larry Christiansen, 23, is one
of only twenty international
grandmasters of chess in the
United States. He is also coming
off of an important tournament
victory in December in which he




He has currently interrupted
his college studies to go on a fifty




Chicken is underwriting all
expenses for his entire tour
including his stop in Terre
Haute.
All Rose students and faculty,
as well as any other chess
enthusiasts of Terre Haute, are
encouraged to sign up for one of
the 25 slots in the upcoming
exhibition.
A registration table will be set
up the front of Moench Hall,
Monday, Feb. 18, 1980, to take
the name and fully refundable
deposit of all those interested in
playing one of the world's best
chess players.
In spite of the limited number
of openings for actual games
with Mr. Christiansen,
spectators are welcome to
attend both the exhibition and
the lecture for free.
admission.
In recent years, about 20
percent of the participants in
each program actually enrolled
at Rose.
Campus visits are also crucial
when the student is determining
h i s choice of college.
Frequently, Rose students aid
the vistors by conducting tours
or providing insight about school
life.
"All of us in the Admissions
Office appreciate the students
who have volunteered their
services, given tours, or have
just been willing to show their
room," Murdoch said.
The Dean of Admissions
observed that "Rose has never
had any fears of being
completely candid with the
students." Students that
openly express their feelings
about the school lend credibility
to the institution, Murdoch said.
The degree of success
achieved by the Office of
Admissions in getting the word
out about Rose could be
indicated by a poll taken of the
sophomore class indicating that
50 percent of the class hadn't
even heard of Rose-Hulman
before they received literature
from the Institute.
Murdoch is assisted in the
Office of Admissions by director
of admissions, Charles Howard;
two assistant directors, Joe
Touchton and Joe Miller; an
administrative assistant, Mary
K. Matson; and a secretarial
staff.
Job interviews up, too
by Bill Chappell
Staff Writer
William Sisson, Director of
Corporate Relations and
Placement for Rose-Hulman,
calls himself a "cautious
optimist, but he seemed very
enthusiastic when he discussed
this year's placement picture.
General trends indicate a big
increase in demand," he
claimed. "A survey of 800
employers by the College
Placement Council, for instance,
showed an increase of 26 percent
over last year for predicted
hirings of engineers at the
Bachelor's level."
In the last four months, 246
seniors took part in 4256
interviews, for a 17.3 average.
However, this average includes
those students who are planning
to go on to graduate school or
into the military but attended an
interview or two anyway, so the
number for the average Rose
senior is probably higher.
As of now, 150 students have
received 350 job offers, and 25
have already accepted. Eight
students are planning to attend
graduate school, while five are
going into the military.
Although he had no definite
figures, Sisson indicated that the
money offered to graduates was
up again this year, and he
estimated the average
engineering graduate will earn
between $19,000 and $21,000 a
year.
Those students who have not
yet received offers should not be
discouraged, claimed Sisson.
"This is the time of year when
some students will have received
multiple offers, while others will
have received none." He stated
that many companies wait until
January or February to go after
the May graduate.
"Interviewers are scheduled
to be on campus at a rate of
about ten a day during February.
That's a potential of 2500 more
interviews this month."
Sisson had nothing but praise
for the students who were going
to interviews. "I've talked with
many of the interviewers, and
our people have presented
themselves very well." They
have been on time. They have
read the literature. They have
come prepared. They have been
pleasant and seem genuinely
interested.
Sisson claimed that
interviewers find a great deal of
men with "people talent" among
Rose graduates. "Because of
this, many of our graduates wind
wind up in non-traditional roles,
such as technical sales or
management training."
For the students who have yet
to receive an offer. Sisson urged
that they "stay aggressive." He
strongly recommended that they
go to the Placement Office if
they need help.
"The Placement Office is
probably the only office on
campus whose sole purpose is to
help the student."
He noted that only about 50
percent of graduates receive
their job through on-campus
interviews.
Deming work opened to others
by John Sparks
News Editor
Preliminary cost estimates for
the Deming expansion project
have been higher than expected,
according to Dr. Jess Lucas,
Dean of Student Affairs.
Initial construction estimates
by the Hannig & Associates, Inc.,
firm, which has been
investigating possibilities for the
Deming attic area, total about
$280,006. Furnishings, which
would run about $30,000 - $35.000,
are not included in the Hannig
figure.
The estimate is for three and
four-man suites to be built in the
Deming attic. Each suite,
intended for upperclass use,
would include a loft-style
sleeping area accessible to the
main floor of the attic by ladder.
Large air handlers would be
used for ventilation. Air-
conditioning, once considered for
the project, now seems
economically unfeasible.
Although an alternate plan
may still be used due to cost
considerations, Lucas still feels
that the loft plan is the best and
that it will be implemented in
some way.
Consequently, Rose-Hulman
has asked other area contractors
to look at the Deming project in
the hope that another contractor
might be able to offer a lower
cost estimate.
Lucas also feels someone else
may generate a more creative
approach to the use of space in
the attic.
Every plan offered by a
contractor will be considered;
and any plan may still win
approval as the final design for
the Deming attic.
The Hannig firm, therefore,
does not have a stranglehold on
the Deming project.
Although Hannig's estimate is
expensive, Lucas points out that
it may not be out of the price
range for the project.
The cost per resident is high,
but there is a considerable need
for increased on-campus
housing. Therefore, the project
is not dead simply because the
estimates are high.
President Hulbert hopes to
present some kind of plan to the
Board at their February 26th
meeting. It is expected that a
reasonable housing plan will win
immediate approval.
Hannig estimates that work by
his firm will take four to six
months to complete. The school
is hoping that construction time
will be closer to four months
than six.
Whatever the figure, though,
construction needs to proceed
quickly if the project is to meet
its September, 1980, deadline.
Catapult hiring now for summer I
There are a limited number
(6) of openings for summer
work as student assistants in
the Catapult program (for
high school juniors).
Applicants should be capa-
ble and interested in lab work,
reasonably successful in
academics, personable (able
to meet people — students
and parents — easily and
cummunicate with them),
and be interested in working
with and being responsible for
the students both in lab and in
dormitory environments.
The program runs eight
weeks, June 7 through July 31.
Applications are available
from Mrs. McCullough, Math
Division secretary, and must
be submitted no later than
Friday, Feb. 15. For further
details, see Prof. Schmidt.
Director of Catapult.
(Students graduating this
May are eligible as well as
undergrads.





One more new addition to the
Rose faculty is Mark S.
Kennedy, an instructor in Civil
Engineering. This is Kennedy's
first teaching position since his
graduation from the University
of Wisconsin — Madison. He
graduated with a Master's
degree. Prior to that he received
his B.S. in civil engineering from
Nebraska.
Kennedy, who is originally
from Lincoln, Nebraska, is 25
years old and enjoys all winter
sports as well as tennis, hiking
and camping, and general
outdoor activities. Since he is
living on campus in the Speed
apartment and also eating at the
food service, Kennedy feels that
he is "learning first hand" the
life of a Rose student. He hopes
that this will help him in his
teaching.
He finds the faculty and staff
very friendly. They helped him a
great deal in getting organized
upon his arrival here. He enjoys
the more personal level of
teaching he finds here at Rose.
Hoping to get a Ph.D. in
Environmental Engineering,
Kennedy would then like to
continue teaching, possibly go
into consulting work, or work in
the environmental area for the
government. He remarked that
he would like to take courses at
either ISU or Purdue one-third
of the time, with the remainder of
his time going towards teaching.
Kennedy is active in
professional activities. He is a
member of Chi Epsilon, an
honorary for Civil Engineers. He













CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS
SAB, Monty Python, "Holy Grail"
"Jabberwocky" Auditorium, 7:30 P.M.
Basketball, Rose vs.




RHA Film, "The Omen,"
B-119, 7:30 P.M.
Sports Films, "The Struggle
to be Champions-College Football
1977" and "The 1975 World
Series Highlights" WORX, 8:30 P.M.
Basketball, Rose vs. DePauw,
DePauw University
Ash Wednesday
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With Any Small Pizza
Only 1 Coupon Per Plus
t Expires Feb. 22, 1980
After Graduation
TieYour Career
To The Growth Of
Daintdon PowerLight
•
Dayton Power and Light is an "investor- owned public
utility that supplies gas. electric and steam services to
homes and businesses in west central Ohio Due to
ever expanding demands for gas and electricity, we
are able to otter outstanding career opportunities to
graduates with degrees in Business, Computer
Science. Mechanical. Electrical, Industrial Systems or
Civil Engineering
Working with Dayton Power & Light. you will find yOu
are not treated as a trainee. but as a fully qualified
professional who is able to bear major project
responsibility
Starling salaries are excellent, and Me growth of our
industry assures you of many future opportunities for
promotion to increasingly responsible management
positions In addition. we provide an excellent benefit
program that includes hospitalization. major medical.
life insurance. accident and disability. retirement and
tuition reimbursement
Our recruiter will be visiting your campus on
Tuesday, March 11
To arrange for an mterview please contact the
placement office at your school If you are unable to
meet the recruiter. please forward your resume to
Corporate Recruiting Dayton Power and Light
Compisny Courthouse Plaza SW PO Box 1247
Dayton Ohio 45401
I 121 W. HIGH ST . SUITE 1401Lima, Ohio 45801 114YTON POWER &LIGHTAn Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V
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4-4 In conference
Basketball team drops 2 of 3
by Paul Curtin
Sports Editor
The Rose basketball team
found tough going on the road
last week, losing two games in
the conference to eliminate any
hope the team had of either
winning the conference or
receiving an NCAA Div. III bid.
In its only home game the
roundballers did very well, as
they have all season at Shook
Fieldhouse, and defeated
another ranked team, the
Hanover Panthers, by a score of
87-80.
The game started out very
close, with Mike Mazur's tip
giving the Engineers the lead for
good at 20-19. It also ignited a
string of eleven straight Rose
points, enabling the home team
to leave the floor at halftime
with a 55-36 lead.
The second half also started
off well, with Don Patton's tip at
the 17-minute mark giving Rose
a 6140 margin. However, Rose
continued to have its second-half
problems, and Hanover
scratched their way back to
within three with four minutes
left.
In the next minute Keith
Oehlman hit a three-point play to
take the steam out of the
Panthers' sails, and Rose
coasted to the victory.
Oehlman and Dave Strange led
all scorers with 22 points,
Strange getting most of his on
the intercontinental flights.
Baske. Patton, and Sudlow also
scored in double figures. Sudlow
led with ten rebounds, but Rose
Wrestlers
The Rose wrestlers are hav-
ing a tough season, and on
Jan. 30 they dropped a close
match to DePauw by the score of
30-19.
The Engineers were really
hurt by their inability to place
anyone in the 118 lb. class,
resulting in a forfeit and loss of
six points. Besides that loss the
grapplers did very well in the
lower and middle weight classes,
as they have throughout the
Jim Baske cuts inside for a shot
Engineers won this game, but lost two
(Pete Soller photo).
was outrebounded 36-34 as a
team in Paul Wagner's continued
absence.
Last weekend the team
travelled to Sewanee and
Southwestern for road games to
decide the conference crown. On
Friday night the Engineers were
the victims of some "homer"
officiating, and bowed to
Sewanee, 86-78.
Sewanee scored 38 points from
the free throw line, while Rose
took just 13 charity tosses,
including none in the second half.
Rose took the lead at the
intermission despite the officials
with some good shooting and
defense. However, the five point
against Hanover. The
crucial league contests.
lead did not stand up in the face
of the increasing foul trouble the
Rose starters were
encountering, and Sewanee took
the lead at the foul line, then
went into a ball-control offense,
forcing Rose to foul
intentionally.
Oehlman had 20 points for
Rose, followed by Strange with
18 and Baske with 10. Rose
scored ten more field goals than
Sewanee, but had seven players
with four or five fouls.
On Saturday night Rose tried
to salvage a chance at the C.A.C.
championship with a win at




Bob Heathcock tied his match
at 126 to earn Rose two points,
then Brian Fowler gave Rose a
lead win a pin good for six points
in the 134 lb. class. It was
Fowler's first win of the season,
and came with just two seconds
left in the match.
Mark Hackney followed with a
win at 142 for three more points,
then Dana Craig made up for an
Engineer loss at 150 with a deci-
sion at 158 to give Rose the lead
again.
The team was able to come up
with only one more win,
however, that by Pat Moran at
177, while DePauw pinned
several Rose wrestlers to pile up
30 points and take the victory.
With this loss the team's dual
record now stands at 14. They










PROCESSING PRODUCTS • SOFTVVARE M
Between electronic and microprocessors .63
air defense systems you can hold in the












has a few hundred advanced electronic
projects that need top engineers
and computer specialists. Like you?
Let's talk about your coming to
join us in Southern California.
Representatives will be interviewing on campus on
March 13
Contact your placement office for an appointment.
Hughes
Fullerton
















The showdown comes this winners are waiting in
week in Minor B basketball when anticipation for the play-offs to
Blumberg No. 2 and BSB2 No. 2 begin.
put their undefeated records on All the volleyball leagues have
the line for a chance at first completed their seasons except
place. The winner will receive for Minor B and D. The
sole possession of first place and remaining games will most
finish the season undefeated. likely not effect the eventual
Most of the rest of the outcome.
basketball leagues have
completed their season and the Final standings next week.
MAJOR BASKETBALL " t ‘" 13 ASK ET11‘1.1.
ATO 7-1 I.CA 7-1
Ind. # 8 6-1 ATO 5-1
LCA 5-2 Speed # I I 6-2
Off Campus 5-2 BS li # 1 I 5-3
Ind. # 6 3-4 IISB # 13 I- 4
Ind. # 20 34 Mees # 1 :3- 4
Sigma Nu 2-5 Faculty 3- t
Ind. # 2 2-6 Fiji 2-6
' Speed # 12 1-7
"A" BASKETBALL "It" BASKETIS %II.
Townies 7_0 Blumberg # 2 6-0
IISIII # 1 6-1 BSI3 # 2 6-0
Off Campus # 1 5-2 Facti It 1-2
Ind. # I 4-:3 Speed # I 4-2
Ind. # I 4 4-:3 I/chafe :3-:3
Ind. # 13 2-5 Mees # 5 2- t
Apt. 11-2 2-5 Ind. # 6 1-5
Blumberg # 1 2-5 Ind. # 12 1-5
BS131 # :3 2-5 Deming # 2 0-6
I.C,A # I 1-6
"C" BASKETBALL "I)" IRSKETlik1.1.
Ind. # 9 7-0 Ind. # 7 7-0
Theta Xi 6-1 Apt. # I 7-0
Ind. # I 4-3 LC A # :3 5-2
ATO # I 1-:3 Speed # 5 1-3
Off Campus # I 1-3 Ind. # I 1 4-:3
LCA # 2 :3-3 Off Campus # 2 2-5
Ind. # 3 2-6 Sigma NU # 3 2-6
Ind. # 20 1-5 Intl. # 5 1-6
I- iji # 2 0-7 ATO # 2 0-7
"E" BASK ETIR1.1. "I." li tSKETIRI.I.
LCA # 1 7-11 Mees # 1 7-0
Speed # 3 6-1 Sigma N ii # 1 6-2
Seharpe ti berg 5-2 vro # i 4-1
Sigma Nu # 1 5-3 Fiji # 5 :3-2
ATO # 3 1-3 ‘Itimni 2-:3
111S112 # I 3- t Off Campus # :3 2-:3
Deming Base 2-5 Triangle 1-5
Speed # 2 0-7 Ind. # 19 11- I
Fiji # 3 0-7 1.f:A # 5 0-6
MAJOR VOLLEYBALL "k" NOLLE) MEI.
Off Campus 7-0 ISS131 # :3 4-0
LCA 6-1 Off Campus # 2 5-1
Ind. # I 4-3 Mees # I 3-2
ATO 3-3 Deming # 5 3-:3
Speed # 3 34 Ind. # 5 2-:3
Fiji 3- 4 Faculty 2-:3
Speed # 2 0-5 BSI{ 2 # 2 1-3
Sigma Nu 0-6 CI; # 2 0- t
"B" VOLLEYBALL "C" % 01.I.E1 BA LE
BSB3 # 2 6-0 Signut Nu # I 6-1)
Speed I II 5-1 LCA # 3 5-1
Apt. # 2 4-2 %pt. 11-2 1-2
CE # I 1-2 Speed I A :3-:3
Scharpenberg :3-2 Denting # 1 2- 4
Ind. # 1 2-1 Triangle # 2 2-5
Speed 2 # 2 2- t Speed # 3 1-2
Deming # 2 0-5 IIS113 # I 1-5
Ind. # 1:3 0-6
"I)" VOLLEYBALL "E" N OLLEN RALE
LCA # 1 5-1) Ind. # 69 5-1)
Fiji 5-1 Triangle # I 5-1
Deming # 2 4-2 Apt. # I 1-1
13S111 # I 3-3 1,CA # 2 3-:3
Speed 2 # 1 :3- I ATO 2-3
BS113 # :3 14 Theta Xi 0-5
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Beard-growing contest
In honor of the year of the HAM, the SAB and RHA are spon-
soring a Moench Fest Beard Growing Contest.
$25 prizes will be offered in four categories: longest, best all-
around, peach-fuzz, and most "Moench-like."
All contestants must sign in Monday, February 18, clean-
shaven in front of Dr. Moench's office during 4-7 hours. Judging
will be on Parent's Day, April 26.
ASME contest
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers is sponsoring a
student paper contest next week. All entries must be submitted
by early tenth week in order to be eligible for a chance to advance
to regional competition.
Anyone interested should contact Dr. Terry Ishihara today.
Library hours
In order t,o allow students more time to use the library during
finals week, the closing hours have been changed.
On Friday, February 22, the library will close at 11 p.m. instead
of the usual 5 p.m. Closing on February 23 will also be at 11 p.m.
Regular hours will be observed the rest of the week.
Godspell auditions
Auditions for the Rose Drama Club's spring show, "Godspell,"
will be this Sunday the 17th at 2:00 p.m. in the auditorium. Please





ENGINEERING & SCIENCE GRADUATES
Here's good news! Now you can find out about our
exciting opportunities at General Dynamics, located in
Southern California, near Los Angeles. Simply send
us the coupon below and we'll rush our full-color
brochure that relates important specifics about a
rewarding career at General Dynamics.
The Pomona Division is a world leader in the design
and manufacture of tactical weapon systems. We can
offer you long-term, state-of-the-art projects and the
unique Southern California lifestyle. Take the first
step. Mail the coupon today and find out what
General Dynamics has to offer you!
FREE
CAREER MAP
Please fill out the coupon and mail to:















The Rose-Hulman varsity rifle
team travelled to Ohio State
University last Saturday, and
was handed an upset defeat as
the Buckeye's "Scarlet" team
fired a 4351 to eclipse the
Engineer's team score of 4279.
Rose, in turn, overcame Ohio
State's "Gray- team. who
turned in a 4155.
Jim Gryga was high scorer of
the Rose team with a full-course
tally of 1116, which was also the
high overall score for the
competition. The remainder of
the Rose team. however, could
not seem to pull their act
together in time to salvage the
match.
Team captain Gary Meier
dropped back to a 1062, finishing
sixth among the sixteen
competitors present. Dave
Kolacz fired a 1053 to finish in
the eighth spot, and Mike
Rasmussen turned in a 1048 to
finish tenth overall.
The two individual
competitors from Rose did
succeed in improving their
scores, however. Tim Juntunen
fired a 1043, which was 29 points
more than in the previous week's
competition. and freshman
Kevin Hansen turned in a 1030, a
seven-point increase over last
week's match.
This Saturday, the Rifle team
will be on the road to Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, for the first round of
the National Collegiate Rifle
Championships.
4144 4•4•414, 4444.0 41** t
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•
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Special Arrangements tor Students
Berry's Motel & Apartments
Quiet and Peaceful Surroundings
8 Miles East of Terre Haute
Call Collect All Utilities Paid
1-448-1191 S150 Monthly
Equal Opportunity Employer M F
U.S. Citizenship Required
Nightclub and dance upcoming Budget nears nine million
Although no special events
are planned for the Rose-
Hulman campus this
weekend, March promises to
bring a varied supply of
entertainment to the Rose-
Hulman student to ease the
winter doldrums.
The Rose-Hulman Fine
Arts Series will kick off the
action by featuring the
Second City Touring Company
next week. The program, which
is described elsewhere on the
page, will be March 18 at 7:30
p.m. in the auditorium.
On March 21, the Students
Activities Board will open the
doors to the hottest new
nightspot in town, the "Rose
Lounge. ' The evening begins
at 8 :00 p.m. with live
entertainment provided by
Pam Root, Jim Cheek, Dan
Gresh, and Bob Montgomery,
the four members of the
popular nightclub act
'Sunrise." When the doors
open, the lights will go down,
and the scene will be set for a
night of dancing and
socializing in a warm
atmosphere with women from
St. Mary-of-the-Woods and
Indiana State University. The
bar will be serving mixed
drinks (non-alcoholic) until
11:00. So come alone or bring
a friend to the WORX next
Friday, March 21, from 8:00
to 11:00.
Finally, for those who enjoy
an evening of good food, live
music, and intimate
company, the Student
Activities Board will cap off




place on Saturday, March 29,
in the Hulman Union
Building. Tickets for the
event are now available in the
Union Office.
The Board of Managers of
Rose-Hulman approved an
operating budget of $8,8&5,000 for
the 1980-81 academic year, the
promotion of five professors, and
sabbatical leaves for five others
during the group's winter
meeting conducted last week in
Buena Vista, Fla.
Twenty-four of the 32
members of the board were in
attendance at the meeting hosted
by former Terre Hautean Robert
Voges. The meeting also
presented the opportunity of
conferring an honorary
doctorate on Terre Haute native
Chapman S. Root, chairman of
the board and chief executive
officer of Associated Coca-Cola
Bottling Company, Daytona
Beach, Fla. The honorary degree
was to have been given at last
May's commencement which
Root was unable to attend.
The 1980-81 budget is based on
an average enrollment of 1,200
students. Its breakdown includes
Tfispets,




In just two short weeks, the
Rose Orienteering Club (Rose
OC ) will host a class "A"
national Orienteering meet. It is
being called "Yellowwood 1980,"
and will determine the U.S.
Intercollegiate Orienteering
Championships. It will also
determine the TRADOC
Orienteering Chmpionship for
ROTC teams. In addition, eight
out of the fourteen spots on the
U.S. squad in the upcoming
World University Games which
will be held in Switzerland will
be determined.
The meet will be held on
March 29-30 in Yellowwood State
Forest. The meet site is just
south of U.S. 46, about 15 miles
east of Bloomington. The site
was selected because of its
excellent terrain.
Galen Kannarr, a junior, is in
charge of the meet. He, along
with a handful of others, has
done most of the preliminary
work on the meet. The most
difficult job, the production of
the map, is now completed, after
over 600 man-hours of work.
Entry forms for the meet have
been coming in from all over.
The club has received entries
from as far away as Oklahoma,
New Jersey, and Canada. Over
50 entries have been received
thus far, with about 400
expected.
The Rose OC has recently
completed its newsletter. In it is
information about the Club's
accomplishments this past fall,
as well as much information
about the Yellowwood meet,
including an entry form. Copies
will be available on the
orienteering bulletin board
which is located in the main hall.
The meet will be an excellent
opportunity for beginners to try
this sport, including some Girl
Scouts and Boy Scouts. It will be
the largest meet in this area for
some time. It is also the largest
and most complete map
anywhere in the state of Indiana.
The cost for Rose students to
compete will be only $1 per day.
Although many of the top
orienteers in the country will
participate in the meet, there
are many categories of
competition available to match
each person's level of
experience, from beginner to
expert. Over 70 awards will be
given away.
ARA reveals $16,000 deficit
by John Sparks
News Editor
ARA promised better food and
more attention to preparation
for the remainder of the year at
its February Food Committee
meeting.
The meeting, attended by
almost forty disgruntled Rose
students, featured one of ARA's
District Managers, as well as
Robert Felice, the man in charge
of ARA at Rose-Hulman.
Student complaints were
fielded deftly by the ARA
representatives. Most
complaints were written off by
ARA as due to poor preparation.
They promised more attention to
detail.
Some techniques will be
changed, though.
Breakfast will now be cooked
to order for any student who
would like to wait a couple of
minutes for hot pancakes or
eggs.
ARA explained that breakfast
items do not last well when
kept warm. However, there will
always be some kind of item
ready for those who don't want
to wait.
Link sausage also will be
served instead of patty sausage.
The three-week menu cycle
will also be changed again. A
student committee has been
formed to assist in modifying the
cycle. Menus have also been
distributed across the campus.
ARA revealed during the
meeting that they are $16,000 in
the hole at Rose-Hulman.
However, they acknowledged
that they have every intention of
upholding the remainder of their
contract agreements here.
Other complaints cenLred on
menu items. Invariably,
however, once someone
criticized a selection and asked
that it be replaced in the menu
cycle, another student would
object.
ARA pointed out that pleasing
everyone was impossible, and
used these incidents as
examples. Once ARA replied
that all they knew coming into
Rose is that the average Rose
student eats food — and lots of it.
ARA asked for patience.
ARA seemed sincere at times,
and unresponsive at others.
Although the next few weeks will
tell if any changes are to be
made, one thing about the
meeting is certain.
Neither the students nor ARA
mentioned anything about
renewing the contract that
expires this summer.




Team capped its highly
successful regular season with a
first-place finish at DePauw
University February 16.
Juniors Kevin Bowen and
Peter Kehoe led the affirmatives
with a perfect 4-0 record, easily
outdistancing the second place
finishers from Butler who only
managed a 2-2 showing. Senior
Dwight Dively and freshman
Jeff Ford, debating together for
the first time, rounded out the
triumph with a convincing 3-1
record on the negative side,
giving the Rose-Hulman a 7-1
overall Varsity record.
Also providing support to the
team were outstanding
individual performances by
freshmen John Kennedy, David
Slavin, Jay Wilder, and Alan
Yarcusko. Although the first
three men were new to debating
this year, they showed marked
improvement and will form the
backbone of the squad in the
future.
Additional awards were taken
by Dwight Dively and Alan
Yarcusko, both of whom earned
permanent recognition in the
national honorary debating
fraternity of Delta Sigma Rho-
Tau Kappa Alpha (DSR-TKA).
Dively finished first in speaker
points among the field of
debaters at the national
invitational, while Yarcusko
turned in a ninth place
performance.
In all, the debate season was
an encouraging one for the team.
The hopes for next year are high,
with four juniors and five
freshmen returning. All of the
team's experienced debaters
were awarded honors of various
types this past year, while the
new competitors improved
enough to gain solid spots on the
squad.
This weekend, the Debate
Team begins elimination rounds
at the regional tournament at
Notre Dame. Dwight Dively and
Jim Renfro will debate in the
two-man format in hopes of
qualifying Rose-Hulman for a
berth in the national finals.
$5.4 million for education
(physical plant and general
operation), $1.1 million for
auxiliary enterprises (the
operation of the dormitories and
student union), $2.2 million for
financial aid, approximately
$150,000 for summer programs,
and $53,000 for the operation of
the bookstore.
The board also approved the
following promotions, effective
Sept. 1:
John H. Derry, from associate
professor to professor of
electrical engineering;
James R. Eifert, from
associate professor to professor
of mechanical engineering;
Ralph P. Grimaldi, from
assistant professor to associate
professor of mathematics;
Martin J. Thomas, from
assistant professor to associate
professor of environmental
engineering; and
Granvil C. Kyker, Jr., from
assistant professor to associate
professor of physics.
Faculty members whose
requests for sabbatical leaves
during the 1980-81 academic year
were approved by the board
included:
Gary R. Sherman, professor of
mathematics; Patrick D.
Brophy, associate professor of
psychology; Don L. Dekker,
associate professor of
mechanical engineering; Paul
R. Mason, associate professor of
physics; and William B. Pickett,
associate professor of history.
The board also received its
quarterly update on the state of
the institute from Dr. Hulbert,
and reports from operating vice
presidents Dr. Duane F. Bruley




Ronald G. Reeves (development
and public affairs) and Duncan
C. Murdoch (admissions).
On Tuesday, March 18 at 7:30, Second City Touring Company
will present "From the Second City" on the Roso-Hulman cam-
pus. Profound topics form the bases of satire in sconsls that
comment on our behavior. Tickets are free to Ross-Hulman
students.
Housing derby begins
The rush for on-campus
housing during the 1980-81
academic year begins next
Monday with the distribution of
the Intent to Live On Campus
form.
All students who wish to live
on campus next fall must
complete this form and return it
to the Union Office by 4:00 p.m.
on March 21. Students who fail to
submit this report will receive
the lowest priority for precious
Room assignments will be
distributed on May 2. Once
again, should demand for on-
campus housing exceed supply,
priority for space will be
awarded to next year's
freshmen, sophomores, juniors,
seniors, off-campus students,
transfer students, and students
turning in late housing forms in
descending order.
Once a student has been
on-campus positions.
Housing Preference forms will
then be available to those
students who turned in the Intent
to Live On Campus form. These
forms must be picked up in the
Union Office on April 21 or 22.
The Housing Preference form,
along with a fifty-dollar housing
deposit, are due in the Union
Office no later than 4:00 p.m. on
April 24.
awarded a room, however,
seniors will get the first choice
of location. Juniors, then
sophomores have next priority.
Resident Assistant and
Sophomore Advisor selection
also begins this month. Resident
Assistant applications are
available in the Union Office now
and are due on March 19.
Sophomore Advisor applications
will be available March 24.









It's third quarter again, and the usual grumblings about lazy seniors
are starting to make their appearance. Underclassmen, faculty
members, and administrators wonder if seniors accomplish anything
at all.
The elements of "senior kiss-off" are obvious to everyone. Seniors
spend days, weeks, even months taking job interviews or travelling to
sunnier climes on plant trips. Attendance at lectures is hardly spec-
tacular. Homework is of little importance, and lab reports are
something to be done the day before they are due. Compared to the
struggles of other students to plow through reams of assignments,
seniors have it easy.
But the seniors have some points on their side, too. After three
years, it is hardly surprising that many students feel "burned out" by
the grind. One week blends into another, with hundreds of lectures —
including some on subjects of Little or no apparent value — leading to
a sense of confinement. Rose generally does not excite the student or
broaden his perspective, but instills instead a sense of robot-like duty
and a vast body of specific knowledge. It is hardly surprising that
many men jump at the chance to relax during the senior year.
The emphasis upon the corporate job as the goal of the Rose student
also contributes to senior attitudes. From the beginning, Rose
emphasizes this as its primary objective. Admissions material notes
high starting salaries and excellent placement, academic curricula
are planned with employment in mind, and the most common subjects
of discussion are "10070 placement" and "highest job offer." This is
all well and good, for Rose turns out men who are well-prepared to un-
dertake a difficult and important job, but it is hardly surprising that
once a man has his employment Riled up, he loses interest in school.
Since the ultimate goal is a job, once that is arranged, why bother?
Finally, the senior year curriculum encourages students to feel as if
they can relax. The burdens of homework slack off, tests are given
less frequently, and finals are dropped for third quarter seniors. Lab
courses tend to emphasize long-term projects, which allows last
minute cramming and typing to get one through. And, of course,
grading is easier; the average senior typically earns a 3.1 or 3.2. All of
this reinforces the idea that the senioryear should be ea.s.y.
So, seniors are not entirely at fault for their attitudes. It does seem,
however, that seniors waste a great deal of time, and certain
programs should be undertaken to make the final year more
worthwhile.
First, the professors' concerns about attendance need to be ad-
dressed. It must be re-emphasized that students should avoid schedul-
ing interviews during class hours if at all possible. As to the major
problem — students missing class due to plant trips — some common
sense standards need to be developed. Seniors should limit their days
missed to four or five per term, since the faculty is already discussing
a rule allowing a student only about three plant trips per quarter.
Voluntary action is certainly preferable to such a rule.
Next, instructors should make it clear that they expect more from
seniors. This does not necessarily mean more work, but better atten-
tion as to how the work is distributed. For example, periodic
quizzes could be used to encourage attendance, and mandatory
progress checks could ensure that labs and projects are proceeding as
scheduled.
Finally, we need to consider our goals: is the job the ultimate
achievement? Or is education what's important? If so, we need to
broaden and diversify the senior curriculum to include more courses
stressing creative thinking, the impact of science and technology, and
cross-disciplinary solutions to complex problems.
Are seniors lazy? Yes, but they may have good reason to be.
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Rifle, Rose vs. Notre Dame,
Ftose-Hulxnan
13aseball, Rose vs. DePauw,
Doubleheader, DePauw, 1:00 P.M.
RHA Film, "M*A.S*H,
B-119, 7:30 P.M.
Final date for schedule changes
St. Patrick's Day
Fine Arts Series, Second City
Touring Company, Auditorium,
7:30 P.M.
Track, NCAA Division III Midwest
Iridoor Invitational,
Rose-Hulman
Baseball, Rose vs. Indiana Central,
Doubleheader, Rose-Hulman, 1:00 P.M.
Rifle, ISU Drill Meet,
Indiana State Univ.
Baseball, Rose vs. Franklin,
Doubleheader, Franklin College, 1:00 P.M.
SAB Formal Dinner Dance,
Hulman Union
Track, Rose vs. Hanover,
Rose-Hulman, 1:00 P.M.
Tennis, Rose vs. Marian,
Rose-Hulman, 12:30 P.M.







RHA Film, Dr. Zhivago,
Rose-Hulman, B-119, 7:30 P.M.
New analysis
Court hits faculty unions
by Dwight Dively
Editor
In a move which could affect
the faculty at Rose-Hulman, the
Supreme Court in late February
handed down a decision severely
limiting the effectiveness of
faculty unions.
The case, involving New
York's Yeshiva University, was
decided by a 5-4 vote. The ma-
jority opinion confirmed the
right of instructors to unionize,
but explained that a private
school need not recognize the un-
ion as a collective bargaining
agent during salary negotiations.
The rationale behind the
Court's decision lies in an inter-
pretation of the various laws
governing which workers can
form unions having the power to
bargain collectively. The stan-
dards of the National Labor
Relations Board exclude
managerial workers from such a
role.
The Court decided that a
college professor is a manager,
not an employee. It noted that a
faculty member determines his
curricula, his testing procedures,
and his grading; while having at
least some control over his work-
ing hours and job requirements.
Thus, an instructor is not truly
a worker, but instead a manager
or an administrator, since his
authority is so broad. This, in
turn, allows the school to refuse
to bargain with a faculty union.
Faculty unions should not be
confused with the typical labor
union. Unions at colleges tend to
prefer to be known as
professional associations, and
have little of the clout or abuses
common to organized labor.
It is difficult to determine the
impact of this ruling at Rose.
There currently is no union or
professional association on cam-
pus, and there are no major
attempts to organize one.
However, the major problem
which leads to unionization
already exists at Rose: low
salaries, and thus cannot com-
pare their offers to those of
others. The idea of a union is to
give the faculty a strong united
voice through which they can de-
mand greater remuneration.
It is only the pocketbook issues
for which the administrators
prefer individual dealing, and the
Supreme Court's decision vir-
tually guarantees that in-
dividuality.
John Anderson: GOP liberal
As a service to our readers,
during the few weeks before the
Indiana primary, the Thorn will
run a profile of each of the major
presidential candidates from
each party.
The candidates will be treated
in alphabetical order: John
Anderson, Jerry Brown, George
Bush, Jimmy Carter, Edward
Kennedy, and Ronald Reagan.
John Anderson is something
hardly heard of anymore: a
liberal Republican. He has
served in the Congress for
twenty years as a representative
from Illinois: the first ten years
as a conservative, and more
recently as a moderate to liberal
member.
Anderson's major campaign
strength is forthrightness. He
has taken and defended positions
which are not politically popular,
but in which he believes. Among
his major campaign issues are:
1) Opposition at this time to
draft registration, although he
does favor a stronger military.
He also opposes the MX missile
system.
2) A plan to impose a SO¢ per
gallon tax on gasoline to
encourage conservation.
3) Support for handgun
registration proposals.
4) A pro-choice position in the
abortion controversy.
The Anderson campaign
started slowly, but picked up
steam following second-place
finishes in both the Vermont and
Massachusetts primaries.
Anderson is most popular
among younger Republican
voters, especially college
students. He also appeals to the
Eastern wing of the party,
particularly in the New England
and Middle Atlantic states.
Anderson has pinned his
election hopes upon his home
state of Illinois. A strong
showing there next week might
build momentum for important
primaries in Pennsylvania and
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teams were busy over Spring
Break. Here is a summary of
their activities:
*The best performance was
turned in by wrestler Dana
Craig. He became the second
wrestler in Engineer history to
advance from the NCAA Div. III
Regionals at Wabash, where he
defeated three opponents in the
158 lb. class, to the National
Tournament in Delaware. He did
not place in the National
Tournament, however.
*The baseball team travelled
South, and came home with an 0-
9 record against teams that had
been practicing for several
weeks longer.
Rose dropped five games to
Valdosta State, the NCAA Div. II
chaps last year. Two of the
games were very close, ending at
1-0. Other scores were 17-1 and
8-2, with Valdosta's pitchers
generally just too much for the
Engineers to handle.
The team also played two and
lost to both Florida Junior
College, by 5-0 and 9-7, and
Columbus College.
*The track team won its first
indoor dual meet of the season
before retiring to Pensacola,
Fla. to work out over break.
The team looks very strong
again this year, and edged
DePauw 83-79 in the indoor
meet. Freshman Mike O'Brien
set a school record in the 1000-
yd. run as he was clocked in 2
minutes, 21.9 seconds. He was
also victorious in the two-mile,
while Tony Lennox grabbed both
the 300 and 440.
*The tennis team had the same
misfortune as the baseball team
in playing teams that had been
practicing outside for quite some
time.
The team dropped a match to a
tough Div. II school in Emory by
a 9-0 score. They fared better in
their other matches, losing 5-4 to
West Georgia and 6-3 to
Ogelthorpe.
The new tennis team coach is
Jerry Lasko, who is also an
assistant football coach. Eight
players made the trip South with
him, those being Bill Solomon
and Greg Hulbert ( son of SAM),
Freshmen, Sophomore Keith
Hightower, Jeff Wolfe and Dave
Boodt, Juniors, and Seniors




Riflers finish spring trip
by Gary Meier
Staff Writer
The Rose varsity Rifle Team
opened its 1980 spring tour at the
Midwest Camp Perry
championships in Boonville,
Missouri on February 28.
The Rose squad fired a 2159
over the half-course to take
second place in the collegiate
division, losing only to the
University of Wisconsin at
Oshkosh, but defeating a field of
several dozen other teams from
as far away as Texas and
Nevada.
Jim Gryga led the Engineer
effort with a 562. He placed first
in the individual competition,
with a target set that included
the high offhand and high
kneeling scores of the match.
Mike Rasmussen was second
on the Rose team with a 548. He
also took second place prone and
third place offhand in the match.
Gary Meier was third on the
Rose squad with a 534, and won
second place in the kneeling
position in the individual
competition. Dave Kolacz was
fourth for the Rose team with a
515.
Rose's second squad fired a
1907, comprised of Kevin
Hansen's 507, Tom Reed's 482,
James Courtney's 480, and Bob
Blankenship's 4 3 8. Tim
Juntunen, firing in the individual
competition only, turned in a 517.
Precision Air Rifle, the newest
event to be included in the
Olympic Games, was also
included in this year's Camp
Perry match. The course of fire
consists of forty shots, all from
the standing position.
The Rose team had never fired
a precision air rifle match
before, but the top-ranked
Kemper "Gold" team agreed to
let Gryga, Meier, and Kolacz
borrow their equipment to enter
the meet.
The ungrateful Rose team
promptly defeated their
benefactors 1036 - 971, with
Gryga's 371 score tying the
match record. Western
Kentucky's scholarship team
later edged out the Engineers to
leave the Rose squad with a
second place finish, and a dismal
chance of finding equipment to
borrow in future matches.
Traveling south, the Engineers
next took on the Florida Institute
of Technology in Melbourne,
Florida. Jim Gryga was once
again high scorer with a 565.
Rasmussen and Meier each
fired 542's, with Meier winning
the tie-breaker, and Kolacz fired
a 536 to give the Rose team a
2185 score.
Florida Tech's scholarship
team was only able to muster a
2059. The other individuals firing
for Rose were Hansen, 497;
Juntunen, 496; Reed, 492;
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HAIRSTYLING WORLD
Because of your fantastic response to our advertising, we
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SIATIONAL ENGINEER'S REGISTRY
Fresh from their upset win
over F.I.T., the Engineers
traveled to the Florida Keys for
a week. returning to Tampa on
March 7 to take on the
University of Tampa.
The scored indicated that the
team had enjoyed an
overabundance of sun, surf, and
Busch Gardens, however, as
Gryga posted only a 270 in the
quarter course, followed by
Meier, 263; Hansen, 262; and
Rasmussen. 257.
The Tampa team appeared to
be enjoying a slight lead over the
Rose team at day's end, but the
fourth member of the Tampa
team had not yet shown up, so
the final score for the match is
still pending.
Before spring break, the Rifle
Team competed in the Oshkosh
Sectional of the NCAA National
Rifle Championship at the
University of Wisconsin •
Approximately 15 sectional
championships are held
throughout the country, with the
top ten teams and 40 individuals
advancing to the NCAA finals,
which are held the first week in
April.
The NCAA does not currently
hold separate championships for
Division II or III schools, which
forces the smaller schools to
compete directly against the
scholarship teams.
Nevertheless, the Rose team
overcame eight other teams with
a new school record score of
4373. Only the University of
Wisconsin at Oshkosh slipped
past the Rose crew with a score
of 4431.
The Engineer team jumped
into an early lead in the prone
portion of the match, but then
dropped back in the difficult
standing position, which gave the
Wisconsin team enough of a lead
to outlast a strong scoring drive
mounted by Rose during the final
kneeling phase.
Rose scored a moral victory,
however, in that the 4373 score
assured that the Engineers would
finish the season ranked ahead of
arch rival Ohio State.
Jim Gryga again led the Rose
team with a career-hip score of
1132, which placed him second
among the match's 50 plus
competitors, and gives him a
good chance of advancing to the
finals.
Gary Meier was second for
Rose and fifth overall with an
1102. Dave Kolacz was third for
Rose with a 1075, and Mike
Rasmussen was fourth on the
squad with a 1064.
Special Arrangements tor Students
Berry's Motel & Apartments
Quiet and Peaceful Surroundings
8 Miles East of Terre Haute





The Off-Campus team came from third place to win the post-
season tournament and take the championship of Major basket-
ball. The Off-Campus team finished the regular season 6-2 behind
ATO and Independents # 8, both 7-1.
Off-Campus defeated ATO and then Independents # 8 to take
the championship.
Independents # 9 captured the Minor basketball championship.
They defeated the Townies (winners of Minor A), BSB2 # 2
(winners of Minor B), and then the Apartments # 1 (winners of
Minor D) to finish undefeated at 12-0.
Off-Campus also finished on top of Major volleyball with an un-
defeated and 7-0 record. There was no post-season tournament in
Major volleyball.
Sigma Nu # 1 broke in as the only fraternity team to win a
championship when they took first place in Minor volleyball.
Sigma Nu defeated BSB3 # 2 (winner of Minor B), BSB1 # 3
(winner of Minor A), and then LCA # 1 (winner of Minor D) to
wind up the tournament and the season at 10-0.
Dr. Herbert Bailey defeated Dr. Charles Rennolet to win the
singles division of the Rose-Hulman Racquetball Tournament.
The team of Joseph Carr and Daniel Hatten won the doubles
division by defeating the combo of Dr. Charles Rennolet and
Joseph Senero.
Final Bowling standings and Intramural Sports Trophy stan-
dings will be printed next week.
There is a full line-up of IM sports beginning soon. The Open
basketball league begins on Thursday, March 13, the Free Throw
Contest begins on Wednesday, March 19, and Softball Rosters are
due on Monday, March 24.
Softball leagues begin on Tuesday, April 1.
The Intramural Track Meet will be on Wednesday and Thurs-
day, April 23 and 24.
Open basketball begins with both Major and Minor leagues.
There will be Minor A and B and each will include a Division 1
and a Division 2.
Next week look for One On One basketball results and possibly
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Speed # 3-.1 11S112 # 2 2-5
Signta Nu 1-6 Filen y 2-5
Speed # 2 0-7 # 5 2-5
MINOR "11" MINOR "C''
11S13.3 # 2 8-0 Sigma Nu # I 7-0
Speed 1 11 7-1 # :3 5-2
Apt. # 2 6-2 Sin•e(1
Seharpenberg 5-3 1. pt. 11-2
CF # 1 4- t Deming # 1 2-5
Speed 2 # 2 2-6 Triangle # 2 2-5
# 2-6 IIS113 # 1 1-6
Ind. # 13 1-7
Deming # 2 1-7
MINOR "D" NI1NOR
LCA # 1 6-0 # 69 6-0
Fiji 5-1 Triangle # 1 5-1
Deniing # 2 4-2 Apt. # 1 1-2
11S111 # 1 3-3 LCA # 2 3-3
Speed 2 # I 3-3 ATO 2-4
LCA # 4 2-4 BSB2 # 1 1-5
11SM # :3 1-5 Theta Xi 0-61
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Letter from home
Dear Son,
It was sure nice to have you
home, even though it was only
for a week. Even when all the
other kids are home, the house
seems different without you.
Becky is complaining that
now she's in the habit of set-
ting the table for six again,
you've spoiled her routine by
leaving.
Mother and I ran into the
Andersons in Kroger yester-
day and they have a nephew at
Indiana State, seems his name
is Andy Putnam. Ever heard
of him?
A few minutes later, we
crossed paths with your old
English teacher, Mrs.
Stewart. I wouldn't have
recognized her, but she
spotted us right off the bat.
Asked whether you were tak-
ing English classes in college.
Neither of us remembered
whether you were or weren't,
but we told her, yes, you were
enjoying your English classes
immensely. She seemed hap-
py to hear it, so our con-
sciences were somewhat salv-
ed.
How have your classes turn-
ed out? Are the profs making
sense? Tell us about your
classes next time you call, so
we'll have a ready answer
next time we run into Mrs.
Stewart.
Claire and Jeff had us over
for dinner Friday night. Beef
brisket, baked potato,
cauliflower . . . your sister's a
great cook, but why does she
always try to sneak cottage
cheese into a meal? This time
she tried to disguise it by put-
ting it in the apple pie filling,
but she didn't fool me. She
claims that cheese and apples




Gary and Greg have decided
that they want to camp out
this weekend, so guess who is
going to be enjoying the great
outdoors with them. I'm not
particularly looking forward
to 30 degree temperatures,
possible precipitation, and
beans and franks, but if
they've heard the "call of the
wild," I'll be only too glad to
cooperate. Of course, Jackson
Grove is hardly the "wild,"
but apprentice window
washers don't start out by
washing the 102nd story win-
dows of the Empire State
Building either.
Oh, something else I wanted
to say. Coming home after be-
ing away for several weeks
must seem strange to you.
You know that you haven't
changed much, but, at the
same time, you recognize that
you aren't the same person
that left to go to college. It's
almost as if you've regained
consciousness with no
recollection of what's happen-
ed since you were last there.
I feel that way, too. Of
course, each person has to live
his own life, but after living
eighteen years with someone,
part of you is part of them and
vice versa. You can't erase
the years that you've spent
with them, but you can't help
wondering about the years
you've been apart.
I feel the same way about
Grandma and Grandpa. They
mean just as much to me as
ever, but the life they lead is
apart from the life Mother
and I lead.
Anyway, it really was nice
to have you home. Sure, it
takes a while to break down
the barriers of time and to
feel comfortable with each
other, but gradually we begin
to feel like family again.
Hope this letter doesn't con-
fuse you or embarrass you,
but I could tell that at times
you felt like a stranger under
your own roof. Just wanted to
say that at times, I felt like a
stranger too.
Well, Mother and Becky
want me to drive them to the
shoe repair shop, so I'd best
sign off. Just remember that
the old saying, "You can
never go home again," doesn't
have to be true; home
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A group of Rose-Hulman
students will be heading south
this summer to learn some very
basic things about themselves.
They will join over 3,000 students
from about 600 colleges across
the nation. These students will
be attending a summer camp
where they will determine their
leadership capabilities, physical
endurance and their ability to
think and perform under
pressure. During the six weeks
of camp, a student will learn the
basics of discipline, pride,
communications with others,
and confidence.
The camp not only provides
free meals and lodging, but
additionally pays $475 plus travel
expenses for the six-week
period. The camp is primarily
programmed for Freshmen and
Sophomores, but Juniors on a
five-year program may be
accepted. The camp attendees
may also compete for 250 two-
year full tuition college
scholarships. In addition, a
student may receive up to four
hours of academic credit toward
graduation by successfully
completing camp.
The camp is located at Fort
Knox, Kentucky, about 35 miles
south of Louisville. The students
will have full access to the Fort
facilities, which include the
officers' Club, swimming pools,
golf course, Post Exchange,
bowling alley, and commissary.
Although there is no obligation
for camp attendance, a physical
examination is required.
The basics which will be
learned in this camp will be
important to you in all of your
future endeavors. If you are
interested in more information
about summer camp and would
like to join students from this
area in six weeks of fun and
learning, contact Captain David
Koch, Rose-Hulman extension
349 between 8:00 a.m. and noon
weekdays.
In other ROTC news, a major
grant designed to stimulate
leadership among ROTC
members across the country has
been made to the George C.
Marshall Research Foundation
by DeWitt Wallace, co-founder
of The Reader's Digest. Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace have been major
figures in philanthropy for many
years.
The $150,000 gift will establish
a Reader's Digest Endowment,
proceeds from which will
support the Marshall ROTC
Award Program. This annual
program selects the outstanding
senior in each of the Army's
reserve detachments in some 280
colleges and universities
throughout the country.
The program culminates in an
annual conference on U.S.
national security, held at the
Foundation's headquarters in
Lexington, Va. Among
conference leaders in recent
years have been General
Maxwell Taylor, General
Andrew Goodpaster, General
Lyman Lemnitzer, and other
prominent citizens such as
Henry Cabot Lodge and Dean
Rusk.
The hvo top finishers in the
dormitory hall decoration
contest are shown here.
Above Is part of the winning
design of BSB-2, while at left
is a section of the monopoly




Looking at the state the
world is in right now, anyone
can see that there is need for
change. Standing one step
away from nuclear disaster
that would be a crushing and
perhaps final blow to
mankind, a fear grows within
the heart of any man with
sense enough to wonder. And
if nuclear war is avoided, if all
arms are destroyed, man will
still find peaceful means to
destroy his world with over-
consumption of resources and
abuse of the environment.
There are solutions to all of
these problems which men
have created. It is up to the
educated to find these
solutions. At Ftose men are
trained to perform tasks that
the Editor
have already been defined.
They are trained to work for a
company and to keep that
company's products up to par
with what the consumer
wants.
Graduates may also go into
research and development. In
this situation a man has a
chance to find answers to the
questions that mankind faces.
This kind of participation in
the affairs of the world is
needed. And it must come
from us. Eeryone at this in-
stitute, faculty included, has
the potential to do something
in the interest of bettering
mankind and his situation. No
one has any excuse for got do-
ing his part.
Robert DiBella
EIT review sessions set
A series of review sessions
designed to prepare seniors for
the E.I.T. exam has been
organized by Pi Tau Sigma. The
lectures will emphasize some of
the major topics which will be
covered on the E.I.T. which is
scheduled for April 19, 1980.
The first of the lectures was
yesterday. It covered
thermodynamics and heat
transfer. The next lecture is
scheduled for Tuesday, March
18. It will cover materials
science and mechanics of
materials and will be taught by
Prof. Eifert and dynamics will
be covered in the lecture on
Thursday, March 20, by
Professor Lobo. On Thursday,
March 27, Professor Thomas will
give the lecture on fluid
mechanics. The lecture on
chemistry will be on Tuesday,
April 1 by Professor Baca or
Professor Lewis. The final lec-
ture will be on Thursday, April
10. It will cover topics in elec-
trical engineering and will be
given by Professor Derry.
All of the lectures will be held
in room B-119 and each will
begin at 4:20 p.m. and last
approximately one hour.
The E.I.T. exam is the first
stage of a two stage process
leading to accreditation as a
professional engineer. The
second step is taken after
several years on the job.
M*A*S*11 will be shown at
7:30 Sunday in B-119.
